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vs. Leslie Smith Weight Class:
Flyweight (125 lbs) Background:

Holm has the fastest hands in the
sport. She was a contender on
two seasons of TUF, came up
short in the final, and won her

first professional fight two fights
ago. This is a tough test for Holm
to prove she can make the jump

to the elite level. Smith has a
decent amateur record, fighting
mostly in C-1 when she wasn’t at

powerlifting meets (she took
second in the Strongest Women
class in the 2010 Ms. Olympia).
Her strength is her striking, but
she doesn’t have as great a kick
game as Holm, leaving it up to
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her boxing to move the fight to
the ground. She will have some
success on the ground, but not
enough to worry about Holm

pressing forward and getting the
finish. Prediction: Holly Holm by
TKO in the first round. Co-Main

Event Dan Henderson vs. Quinton
Jackson Weight Class:
Heavyweight (265 lbs)

Background: It seems pretty clear
that this fight will go down to the
final minute. Henderson comes in
on a two fight losing streak, and
Jackson is coming in with a two
year layoff after being knocked
out by Fedor Emelianenko. Still,

they each have significant
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accomplishments on their
records. Henderson has a

dominant NC over Rampage
twice, but it was in Pride, which
doesn’t carry the weight of the
UFC. He ended the fight with a

victory over Rafal Carmak with a
head kick KO. In contrast,

Rampage has only met two
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